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WILD SEED  

OCTAVIA BUTLER 

FULL TEXT ONLINE: 
https://epdf.pub/wild-seed.html 

Extract from chapter 5: 

Anyanwu tore off her cloth and dived into the sea before her confidence deserted her 

entirely. There, she transformed herself as quickly as was comfortable. She became the dolphin 

whose flesh she had eaten. And she was moving through the water alongside the ship, propelling 

her long, sleek body forward with easy beats of her tail. She was seeing differently, her eyes now 

on the sides of her head instead of in front. Her head had extended itself into a hard beak. She 

was breathing differently—or rather, she was not breathing at all until she felt the need and found 

herself surfacing in a slow forward roll that exposed her blowhole-nose briefly and allowed her to 

expel her breath and take new air into her lungs. 

She observed herself minutely, saw that her dolphin body used the air it breathed much 

more efficiently than an ordinary human body. The dolphin body knew tricks her own human body 
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had taken time and pain to learn. How to expel and renew a much larger portion of the air in its 

lungs with each breath. How to leach more of the usable portion of that air from the rest, the waste, 

and use it to fuel the body. Other things. None of it was new to her, but she thought she would 

have learned it all much sooner and more easily with the help of a bit of dolphin flesh. Instead, she 

had had only men who attempted to drown her.

She revelled in the strength and speed of her new body, and in its keen hearing. In her 

human shape, she kept her hearing abnormally keen—kept all her senses keen. But dolphin 

hearing was superior to anything she had ever created in herself. As a dolphin, she could close her 

eyes and perceive an only slightly diminished world around her with her ears. She could make 

sounds and they would come back to her as echoes bearing with them the story of all that lay 

before her. She had never imagined such hearing. Finally, she directed her attention from herself to 

the other dolphins. She had heard them too, chattering not far from her, keeping alongside the ship 

as she did. 

Strangely, their chatter sounded more human now—more like speech, like a foreign 

speech. She swam toward them slowly, uncertainly. How did they greet strangers? How would they 

greet one small, ignorant female? If they were speaking among themselves somehow, they would 

think her mute—or mad. A dolphin swam to meet her, paralleled her, observing her out of one lively 

eye. This was a male, she realized, and she watched him with interest. After a moment, he swam 

closer and rubbed his body against hers. Dolphin skin, she discovered, was pleasantly sensitive. It 

was not scaly as was the skin of true fish which she had never imitated, but whose bodies she 

understood. The male brushed her again, chattering in a way she felt was questioning, then swam 

away. 

She turned, checking the position of the ship, and saw that by keeping up with the dolphins, 

she was also keeping up with it. She swam after the male. There were advantages, she thought, to 

being a female animal. The males of some species fought each other, mindlessly possessive of 
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territory or females. She could remember being bullied as a female animal, being pursued by 

persistent males, but only in her true woman-shape could she remember being seriously hurt by 

males—men. It was only accident that made her a female dolphin; she had eaten the flesh of a 

female. But it was a fortunate accident. A very small dolphin, a baby, she assumed, came to make 

her acquaintance, and she swam slowly, allowing it to investigate her. Eventually, its mother called 

it away, and she was alone again. Alone, but surrounded by creatures like herself—creatures she 

was finding it harder to think of as animals.  

Swimming with them was like being with another people. A friendly people. No slavers with 

brands and chains here. No Doro with gentle, terrible threats to her children, to her. As time 

passed, several dolphins approached to touch her, rub themselves against her, get acquainted. 

When the male who had touched her first returned, she was startled to realize that she recognized 

him. His touch was his touch—not quite like that of any of the others as they were not quite like 

each other. Suddenly, he leaped high out of the water and arced back, landing some distance 

ahead of her. She wondered why she had not tried this herself and leaped a short distance. Her 

dolphin body was wonderfully agile. She seemed to fly through the air, plunging back smoothly and 

leaping again without strain or weariness. This was the best body she had ever shaped for herself. 

If only dolphin speech came as easily as dolphin movement. Some part of her mind wondered why 

it did not, wondered whether Doro was superior to her in this. Did he gain a new language, new 

knowledge when he took a new body—since he actually did possess the body, not merely 

duplicate it? Her male dolphin came to touch her again and drove all thoughts of Doro from her 

mind. She understood that the dolphin's interest had become more than casual. He stayed close to 

her now, touching her, matching his movements with her own. She realized that she did not mind 

his attention. She had avoided animal matings in the past. She was a woman. Intercourse with an 

animal was abomination. She would feel unclean reverting to her human form with the seed of a 

male animal inside her.
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But now . . . it was as though the dolphins were not animals. She performed a kind of dance with 

the male, moving and touching, certain that no human ceremony had ever drawn her in so quickly. 

She felt both eager and restrained, both willing and hesitant. She would accept him, had already 

accepted him. He was surely no more strange than the ogbanje, Doro. Now seemed to be a time 

for strange matings. She continued the dance, wishing she had a song to go with it. The male 

seemed to have a song. She wondered whether he would leave her after the mating, and thought 

he probably would. But his would not be the greatest leave-taking. He would not leave the group as 

she would, deserting everyone. But that was something to think about in the future. It did not 

matter. Only what was happening now mattered. 

EXTRACT FROM CHAPTER 6: 

Anyanwu had too much power. In spite of Doro's fascination with her, his first inclination 

was to kill her. He was not in the habit of keeping alive people he could not control absolutely. But if 

he killed her and took over her body, he would get only one or two children from her before he had 

to take a new body. Her longevity would not help him keep her body alive. He did not acquire the 

use of his victims' special abilities with his transmigrations. He inhabited bodies. He consumed 

lives. That was all. Had he killed Lale, he would not have acquired the man's thought-transfer 

ability. He would only have been able to pass on that ability to children of Lale's body. And if he 

killed Anyanwu, he would not acquire her malleability, longevity, or healing. He would have only his 

own special ability lodged within her small, durable body until he began to hunger—hunger in a 
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way Anyanwu and Isaac could never understand. He would hunger, and he would have to feed. 

Another life. A new body. Anyanwu would last him no longer than any other good kill. Therefore, 

Anyanwu must live and bear her valuable young. But she had too much power. In her dolphin form, 

and before that, in her leopard form, Doro had discovered that his mind could not find her. Even 

when he could see her, his mind, his tracking sense, told him she was not there. It was as though 

she had died, as though he confronted a true animal—a creature beyond his reach. And if he could 

not reach her, he could not kill her and take her body while she was in animal form. In her human 

shape, she was as vulnerable to him as anyone else, but as an animal, she was beyond him as 

animals had always been beyond him.
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EXTRACT FROM ACT 1, PROLOGUE:  
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EXTRACT FROM ACT 1, CHAPTER 14:  
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A SHOAL OF LOVERS 

LEADS ME HOME 

AMA JOSEPHINE 

BUDGE  

FULL TEXT ONLINE:  
http://www.anathemamag.com/a-shoal-of-lovers-leads-me-home 

Interview with Ama Josephine Budge with a full reading of this story: http://m-a-r-s.online/
transmissions/ama-josephine-budge-a-shoal-of-lovers-lead-me-home 

EXTRACT 1 

“Please don’t ask me to be that which I am not,” she said instead.

“Have I ever?” Abenana asked.

“No, nihal.” Kwakua melted into her lover, nuzzling her neck with butterfly kisses until 

Abenana giggled. “Tell me the story of us.”

Abenana smiled. “Of us? You, Faneyo, and I?”

“No,” Kwakua responded dreamily. “Of us—all of us, how we got here.”
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Abenana’s smile folded away into negative space. She said nothing. Kwakua turned and 

looked at her, hunger leaking from the corners of her eyes, and then the familiar words  

tumbled out, as if  escaping something in Kwakua’s gaze that Abenana could not, or would 

not acknowledge.

“Almost five hundred and fifty summers now, from when this story was told to me, 

something called the West African Association of Environmental Rehabilitation launched 

the ‘Envolution Project,’ asking for volunteers to remedy humanity’s destruction of Our 

Land. Only a few came forward. Times were suspicious, desperate. The world was 

changing faster than survival allowed. These volunteers underwent changes that would 

turn them from what they were  into what we are: the last hope of humanity. They took 

away that which they deemed made us dangerous. Where they were predators, hunters 

dominating land, sea, and sky, we are prey, one organism of many.”

Abenana’s deep voice fell into the rhythmic confidence of words that had been said a 

thousand times before. Words that had almost lost their meaning. None of them could now 

fathom what West Africa might have been, much less what an “association” was. Only the 

story remained, told word for word with faithful diligence. Each generation adding their own 

count of fifty. Nevertheless, Kwakua was always enraptured as though hearing it for the 

first time, ever the indefatigable listener.

“Before the last war and the terrible drought that followed, they took us, the Khana people, 

and left us here by the coast, where no one else wanted to live. The ground had become 
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too hot, the sea full of poison. The blood that was spilled in the castle, so many hundreds 

of years earlier, had spread to the roots of the trees until their very sap was toxic to inhale. 

But changed as we were, we had been given scentsation to survive the hostile world that 

humanity had left behind. To scentse as one with all other living things—not greater or 

lesser, but as an equal, essential part. Until we return to the beginning and the Earth can 

be made anew.”

EXTRACT 2 

That night, Kwakua lay with her arms splayed. Abenana nestled into one breast and 

Faneyo the other, both sets of hands resting upon her belly. Kwakua wondered what was 

growing inside her: what it would be like, how she would find water for it when the river ran 

dry, whether it would have eyes like hers—deep and distant—or hair like Abenana’s, or a 

gap-toothed smile like Faneyo. She knew they would love it with or without her. The old 

story played round and round in her ears as she rubbed her stomach. Kwakua wondered if 

it would be the one to ‘go back to the beginning.’

Over the past few months, a veil had come down between Kwakua and those she loved, 

pulling her further and further away, and there didn’t seem to be anything she could do to 

stop it. Her mind was constantly pulling her back to her other love—that coldest and most 

formidable of consummations and endless liquid graves. Shoals of small wet mouths 

seemed to close in on her sensitive flesh. Kwakua reflexively moved to grip her stomach, 
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disturbing Faneyo on her right side. She stirred, absently caressing Kwakua’s geilers in 

her sleep.

Kwakua shivered in delight at the touch, and, desperate to evade the terrifying, irresistible 

draw of the deep, she clutched at that feeling, familiar and attainable. She shifted her 

weight until her swollen nipples rubbed up against Faneyo’s lips. Somewhere between 

waking and sleep, dream and nightmare, her lover took her into herself. After a few 

minutes that could have been hours, Abenana woke to find her beloveds entwined and 

panting, wet, open and inviting. She slipped her hands between Faneyo’s thighs and found 

her hard and ready. The three heaving bodies made one another’s many openings weep 

with desire and satisfaction. They’d always had this, the three of them, for many 

harmattans now. Love, yes, but this, too. Days and nights of dry, dusty air and rich, wet 

monsoons, rainwater mixing with their salts, breeding love, conceiving life. Faneyo went 

stiff and erupted, her shaking limbs tipping the other two into climaxes of their own. 

Kwakua snarled, raking sharpened fingernails down Abenana’s back, drawing blood. 

Abenana yowled into Faneyo’s hair and came all over their thighs. They collapsed into one 

another’s limbs, quaking, stroking lips, gasping kisses and whispering breaths. Kwakua 

threw herself into this feeling, this moment, the aliveness of her body and those entangled 

about her. She felt connected to every living thing for miles around. She could scentse it 

all: dying wood smoke, drying leaves, rodent droppings, shucked snake skins, the riverbed 

rasping for water. And far away, a mountainous ocean swelling uproariously, ready to 

drown them all
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EXTRACT 3 

When they were near enough to the water that the stench of burning was lessened by the 

salt in the air, they turned at last to behold the devastation. Their home was ablaze, a final 

reclamation by Our Land. Abenana dropped onto the sand, clutching at her still 

smouldering arm. Faneyo was immediately at her side, tearing off a strip of sleeping cloth 

from around her middle to bind the wound. Behind them, Kwakua’s breathing slowed and 

she thought of her Ma, whose bones now lay under a mountain of burning vegetation, and 

of her Mama, who now stood, or walked, or died she knew not where. She shushed her 

baby, placing an already leaking nipple into its searching mouth. She hummed a tune older 

than the ruins that now stood outlined in firelight to their left, as the putrid marination of 

smoke and salt finally overwhelmed the smell of blood that seemed to soak those ancient 

foundations.

Kwakua turned and faced the ocean, her first mother, and at last she understood.

“Until we return to the beginning and the Earth can be made anew,” Kwakua murmured to 

no one in particular. Her beloveds, clutching one another and watching the disintegration 

of the only home they had ever known, barely noticed as she wandered toward the waves, 

which seemed to lessen in intensity the closer she came. As her footpads broke the 

surface, to Kwakua’s surprise there was no pain at all. The expected fire, singeing, and 

searing pain associated with the toxic anger of the ocean did not come. It felt not wet but 

warm, like Abenana’s soft, weeping openings. It had been many harmattans since she had 
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thrown herself into the river’s clutches, but she still remembered what it felt like to drown. 

Would this be any different?

By the time the cries of her lovers reached her, Kwakua was already beyond their grasp. If 

she had turned she might have smiled at them, might have gestured at them to follow, but 

all she could to do was keep on, away from all that she had known and loved, and travel 

onward to the beginning. She burned then as the waves crested her hips and salt water 

flowed into both her geilers and her still-raw birth canal. But she submerged herself 

nonetheless, feeling her baby’s gums clamp down about her nipple as it, too, felt a 

penetrating pain. Yet she kept on, thrashing in the surf until the pain at last subsided.

Kwakua opened her eyes; saw the swirling dark that surrounded her as it separated into 

murky brilliance—beams of light, flashes of silver current—and breathed.
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TENTACLE  

RITA INDIANA  

EXTRACT P47 - 51  : 
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DAHUT AND THE CITY OF YS 

P O D C A S T E P I S O D E : h t t p s : / / o p e n . s p o t i f y . c o m / e p i s o d e /

4aFM3fsLMiLqfXVFxRyxi5?si=hfltznzrQvmQgwQ1tGhMCA 

The legend of Ys

There are many versions of the legend.  Most have Gradlon, or Galon as the king  who built the 

city.  The oldest versions say the city was originally  located in in an area of the Bay of Douarnenez 

that was just above the waterline and was built 2,000 years before King Gradlon. But by the time of 
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King Gradlon's reign the land had become so eroded that the sea was inundating the city at high 

tides.  To keep the sea at bay huge walls were built around it with massive gates placed in them to 

control the flow of the sea.

Other versions have Gradlon building the city below sea level  at the request of his daughter, 

Dahut,  who had a love and deep affinity with the sea and worshiped it.  What all seem to agree on 

is that the city was protected by a huge dyke equipped with flood gates that had to be shut at high 

tide to prevent the sea flooding the city.  At low tide it could be opened to allow ships to dock at the 

harbour. The gate had a lock and Gradlon was the keeper of the only key which he kept on a chain 

around his neck.

The city of Ys

The city of Ys was famed throughout Europe for its beautiful gardens and buildings but over time 

its reputation fell into disrepute. This came about through the pagan practices of Dahut.  Unlike her 

father who had been converted to Christianity by Saint Winwaloe, Dahut and many of the city 

dwellers retained their pagan ways and worshiped the old gods.  Dahut would swim naked in the 

sea around the walls of the city and preside at ceremonies dedicated to it which were attended by 

all of its citizens and people came from far and wide to participate.

It did not take long before  the city came to be seen as a safe haven for pagans to practice their 

rituals and beliefs and they flocked there.  The city grew rich and prosperous and many fine 

buildings and gardens were built and it became renowned as the most beautiful city in the world.
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St Winwaloe’s warning

But the world was changing for good or ill and with the increasing spread and growing power of 

Christianity the city became known as a place of sin and debauchery, at least in Christian eyes.  

Dahut was rumoured to take lovers to her bed and in a perverse sort of game made them wear a 

black satin mask.  Just after midnight springs fitted inside the mask would grip the victim’s throat 

strangling them.  Later, a dark figure would be seen leaving her chamber carrying a heavy bundle 

and placing it on a horse, then riding to the cliff tops and throwing it into the sea.  It was believed, 

rightly or wrongly, that the victim had been sacrificed to the sea who Dahut worshiped. 

In the eyes of the early Christian church paganism was sinful and needed to be eradicated to make 

way for Christianity.  Despite warnings from St Winwaloe about what he saw as the the evil and 

corruption of the citizens of Ys, Dahut's behavior grew ever more excessive in his eyes.   Gradlon 

adored his daughter and although St Winwaloe urged him to rein her in he continuously ignored 

her excesses much to the Church’s great frustration and the conflict with the Church grew.

The Red Knight

One day, to the great excitement of Dahut, a handsome knight dressed all in red rode through the 

city gates and up to the palace.  Dahut was intrigued by the handsome stranger and went to great 

pains to introduce herself to him offering all the hospitality the city could provide.  She soon 

became besotted with him and he teased her asking what she would do to prove her love for him. 

The pair ate and drank and made merry and when night came Dahut took him to her bed chamber.  

Because she was so besotted by the Red Knight she did not make him wear the mask.  That night 
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a great storm rolled in from the sea and broke over the city.  Great waves battered the sea walls 

and gates but could not break through due to their strength and width.

"Fear not," said Dahut to the Red Knight, "the walls are high and wide and the gates are strong 

enough to withstand any storm."

"Let us open the gates to see the power of the storm!" said the Red Knight.

"The gates can only be opened with a key my father King Gradlon has and he keeps it around his 

neck. Let the storm rage!"

"But you said you would do anything for me!" said the Red Knight, "Your father sleeps you could 

easily take the key if you wanted, if you truly loved me!"

"That I could and that I will to show my love," she said, and crept into her father's chamber and 

took the key from his neck without disturbing him and took it in triumph to the Red Knight. 

As soon as she gives him the key reveals himself as the devil.  In some versions of the story it is 

the devil who then opens the gates in others it is the drunken Dahut who does the deed.  Either 

way it is disastrous for the city as great waves flow, into the city drowning everything and 

everybody in its path.

 

The city floods
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Gradlon, awakening from sleep by the crashing of water, looks out of his window and sees that 

disaster had befallen Ys.   Quickly dressing he runs to the stables and saddles his magical horse, 

Morvarc'h.  Finding Dahut he lifts her up behind him and together they ride for the high ground.  

Morvarc'h was a magical horse that could gallop over the sea, but it was now struggling to make its 

way through the water.   As they struggled to climb to higher ground they were approached by St 

Winwaloe who commanded Gradlon to cast off the demon at his back, meaning Dahut.  But 

Gradlon loved his daughter dearly despite her faults and refused.   

The sea was about to engulf them when God spoke to Gradlon and commanded him to throw off 

the demon at his back.  Hearing the voice of God, Gradlon obeyed and thrust his daughter into the 

sea.   At that Morvarc'h immediately gained speed and raced over the sea to the high ground.  

Although the sea claimed Dahut she did not drown but was turned into a sea morgen  a type of 

water spirit that lures sailors to their deaths.
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MORGAN LE FAY : SHAPESHIFTER    

by JILL M. HERBERT
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THE DESCENT OF ALETTE  

ALICE NOTELY  

Full text:  
https://jasonzuzga.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/the-
descent-of-alette-by-alice-notley-book-one.pdf

extract page 40
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